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GERMS FOR PEACE!
|$h ^worrying type of person it
Tpjttbt be said that there is ever
Imoment in the world we live
jtfy day the Press provides us
rich harvest of disasters,
5 s , murders and assaults, not
ajtidn political crises and
Making accounts of brinkmani top level, which are guaranf kill or cure. And what is
»ore extraordinary is that
imagines that govemmentJ d scientists have plumbed
"xhs in their search for the'
id - in the instruments of
extermination, or that potiti*ve told the biggest lie, perthe greatest injustice ever,
Jed to the most disgusting
| imaginable against their
J enemies, one may live to
j«t in their quest for power
Tr fellow beings, there are no
what politicans will do to
their ends, and, alas, no
[ what some of their lackeys
Spared to do in return for
-success and status.
atom bombs of Hiroshima
id Nagasaki now appear as
I play compared with the
slides of today’s megaton
b: the V is and V2s which
thousands of innocents to
aves and the mental hospitals
■e fireworks compared with
it fashions in Missiles. But
existing weapons are suffiBy powerful to be capable of
minafuig mankind, it is the
it of political naivete to suppose
politicians will rest, satisfied, or
^scientists have exhausted their
Piwiedgc or their ingenuity. After
the H-bomb is a cumbersome and
Implex weapon, and just as “ProJfCSS ‘ in aeronautics is measured by
increase of pay-load to dead
d. as well as of speed, so Progress
death, in mass extermination, will
surely be judged both by the speed
of extermination and by deaths per
bomb-ton. In this respect perhaps
we cannot hope for spertacuiar Pro
gress in the H-bomb (apart from the
method of delivery, and no one can
deny that the development of mis
siles is a big advance on the oldfashioned . conventional, jet-bomben ) especially if the scientists’ hands
are tied by agreements to suspend
the testing of these weapons!

wanted, “more ultimate” weapons. at last is the portable mass-extermin
Of course we have in mind the news ator. In years to come, while For
released last week that Britain’s eign Ministers are still busy in
scientists have produced the la st|_ Geneva working out a formula for
word in germ horrors.
At the an “effective” control of H-bomb
Microbiological Research Centre testing and production, every gov
and the Chemical Defence Experi ernment will have planted innocu
mental Establishment, scientists are ous-looking tourists throughout the
working on 40 or more plague world whose suit-cases will have no
germs, on polio type viruses, nerve false bottoms, and whose only know
gases, cholera and typhus germs. ledge of their surroundings need be
Their crowning achievement is the the location of the municipal water
concentration of botulinus toxin works. In one waistcoat pocket a
(which in nature is formed when miniature receiving set, in the other
meat or vegetables are improperly a phial of Botulinus toxin, such will
canned) thousands of times more be the uniform (with seasonal varia
than it is found in nature. Profes tions of course) and equipment of
sor E. Maurice Backett, Professor of the armed forces of tomorrow!
Social Medicine in the University of
Aberdeen described the effect of
A SOCIALIST Nuclear Disarma
these germs in the following terms:
ment Campaign supporter with
(It kills] principally by paralysing the whom we discussed this latest “un-.
nervous system. One small teaspoon of
the powder contains enough botulinus seen deterrent”, as the News Chron
icle correspondent so conveniently
toxin to kill a million people.
describes Botulinus toxin, declared
An Observer correspondent quotes that he would not be surprised if
experts as saying that 8$ ozs. of it governments had been responsible
“properly distributed would kill for the publicity as a means of dis
everyone in the world”. The News tracting attention from the H-bomb
Chronicle correspondent’s authori and the growing public reaction
ties are more optimistic and put the against its continued production and
quantity required at 16 ozs. In view testing. When we argued that to us
of the fact that (thanks to the hard the new “deterrent” confirmed us in
work put into the problem by scien our view that until we campaigned
tists) the concentrate can be mass- uncompromisingly against war man
produced cheaply, it matters little kind could never be safe from the
whether the quantity required is 8 || possibility of extermination by man,
16 or 160 ozs. The fact is that we he replied that the testing and use
are on the brink of yet another , of nuclear weapons not only threat
“revolution” in science and who ened us but also generations yet
IX" Continued on p. ?
knows, power politics as w ell! Here

But before the public accepts the
H-bomb as yet one more unwanted
paid-guest in the family circle, it
should be reminded that this is no
guarantee that it will not ultimately
be saddled with other equally un

COURTESY ALL ROUND
G w ril good humour and co-oparaliaa
were reported when trains on London
Transport's Metropolitan line were de
layed for about half an hour during the
rush-hour last night by a signal failure
between Baker Street and Finchley Koad
Because of the delay passengers were
asked to leave two trains. “They were
as good as gold,” a station porter said
M.0. 20/1/59
e
•
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A machine that says “Thank you" will
be on show at the Catering Trades Ex
hibition which opens in London on Jan
uary 2S. it can be attached to a slot
machine and when a sale Is made i
woman's voice expresses suitable thanks
—a tape recording is started when the
drawer it opened.
M G .
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The

Miners March

The Economics of Study
TN a recent memorandum to a Committce set up by the Scottish Ministry
of Education, the National Union of
Students, has repeated its policy on the
“Means Test”. This is the system under
which the value of the grant awarded
to holders of State Scholarships to Uni
versities depends on the income of the
parents. The Union puts forward as its
main reason, quite rightly, that at the
age of eighteen people should be quite
independent of their parents (they should
of course be independent long before
that, but that is more a psychological
than an economic question). Besides
that, it is felt that many boys and girls
leaving grammar schools would be more
likely to choose University education if
they could be sure that they would not
have to be dependent on their parents.
The word “independence” sounds very
fine, but not many undergraduates get as
much as £300 per annum, and probably
the majority get considerably less. This
means that the recipient has either to
work during holidays or stay with par
ents. Neither of these is bad in itself
but they both limit independence. The
best immediate solution is the one advo
cated by the Labour Student Associa
tions, of a living wage for students. This
would put them on an equal economic
footing with all other workers of the
same ages, but it would imply far wider
economic and social consequences than
its protagonists usually consider.
Before considering these it is fair to
notice that life for students without in
dependent financial means is probably
better in Britain than anywhere alse in
the world. Even the Swedish Students'
Union has as its official policy the introduction of the British system of paying
grants into its own country. There is in
all other countries a far greater bias
away from the working class and towards
the professional, and where they still
remain, the moneyed classes.

Again

Where is a Constructive Union Policy I
T AST Saturday saw the return of
marching miners to the streets
of South Wales.
Ten thousand
anthracite miners with their families
and sympathisers marched through
the streets of Swansea in the largest
demonstration seen there since the
General Strike of 1926, in protest
against the closing of six ‘unecono
mic’ pits in South Wales.
The mile-long procession took
nearly an hour to march to a recrea
tion ground where a resolution was
passed condemning the closures.
Miners’ union leaders and six local
M.P.s headed the column, and at the
meeting, Will Paynter, president of
the South Wales miners, said: “We
warn the Government and employers
that the employed in this country
have die power to defeat their policy,
and unlens this policy is changed it
may be necessary for the employed
to exercise their power in their own
self-defence.”
Now this bold talk is all very well;
it might even have effect although
this is unlikely. But it is one thing
to attack the policies of the Coal
Board and the Government—and
Will Paynter and his buddies were
(and still are) all for nationalisation,
after all- and another to have con
structive policies of your own.
By pinning their faith on national
isation. the miners have supported
the growth uf a system which gives
them no say In the control of their
own industry and has simply meant
the more efficient operation of capi
talism in the mines and manipulation
of the miners on a national instead
of a local scale.

T he Same Again
No different principles have been
introduced into the coal industry.
Miners are still cajoled to work by
the big wages bait and exhortation
and criticism when coal is needed—
and tossed aside when it isn’t. In
many cases they are tossed aside
earlier now that the NCB, operating
all the coal-fields in the country, can
close individual pits by arbitrary
decision. In the bad old days an
owner closed a pit only as a last
resort—after all it was his means of
income as well as the miners’—but
nowadays such persona] interests are
not at stake. And we have yet to
hear of an area manager’s salary
being cut when pits in his area are
closed us ‘uneconomic’. He is just
gelling rid of u headache and u nasty
red entry in his ledgers.
So today things are happening
which only Iwo years ago were pur
ported to be practically Impossible.
Remember all those Iurge advertise
ments in the national press urging
you to become a miner? They
stressed the good money to be
earned in the mines, told us what a
modern industry it is, what grand
opportunities for promotion exist,
and above all sold us the idea of
security. It was a secure job. u per
manent job; the miners would never
again be unwanted.
Where are those advertisements
now? The Coal Board must have
spent hundreds of thousands of
pounds on its advertising for miners,
but now it is saving that money by
keeping quiet. Now. if one thinks
in these sort of terms—and Will
Paynter does -how about spending

that money on keeping open the
‘uneconomic’ pits from which the
miners are being made ‘redundant’?
A m erican Coals to N ew castle!
But the Coal Board now has a
surplus of coal. Huge stocks pile
up. It can’t be exported because the
price is too dear. On the contrary,
Polish and American coal is coming
into this country, and it has been
alleged that coal can be brought
from America and sold in Newcastle
cheaper than British coal!
It’s the old story; the story that
led thousands of miners to sing in
the gutters of London before the war
while British (patriotic) indutsrialists
bought their coal cheaper from
abroad- The old story with a differ
ent cast at the top—a board of man
agers (most of them old owners and
ex-union leaders) instead of rapa
cious capitalists. With a centralised
administration to operate the nat
ion’s mines more efficiently and so
that the nation’s wealth and miners'
lives should not be exploited to line
private pockets. A new deal for the
miners so that the spectre of unem
ployment should never again haunt
the valleys of South Wales and the
black lands of the Midland, North
ern and Scottish coalfields.
No doubt staunch Labourites and
Communists like Will Payneter will
still not hear a word against nation
alisation. but it can hardly be said
to conform to the picture promised
by its advocates. The board of
managers are a highly paid bunch
of capitalist-minded bureaucrats
whoso positions and incomes are
safer than were those of many of the
I F 1 C ontinued on p. 4

In a short note in the French anarchist
journal Le Monde Liberiaire, A. Devriendt mentions the recent agitation
among students in Paris, and points out
that even thongh it might be better for
money to be spent on their education
rather than on national defence, it must
be remembered that students come from
and represent the bourgeois tradition, and
carry it on when they finish studying.
It is felt among some people even
today, that a student is getting away with
something by not having to start work
until after twenty-one, and there can be
little doubt that most find that they have
got away with something at the end of
it, in that openings to highly paid jobs
lie open to them. It is strange that this
does not cause more resentment among
other workers than it does, but perhaps
this can be explained by the general
behaviour of students which gives ample
opportunity for healthy despisement,
making everyone else feel very relieved
that they are not students too.
Mostly however, the two propositions
are accepted as complementary; that a
student lives on a low economic level
while studying, and then makes up for
it by pulling the cash in afterwards.
Nevertheless the economic aspect of this
isn't the whole story. It is hardly ever
borne in mind that student life is fash
ioned by the demands of a coercive
society for a particular type of person.
The ideal graduate is one who has been
so consistently deprived of money, sex,
and responsibility that he will collapse
gratefully into the first highly paid job
that comes along, devote himself to a
to the exclusion of all interfering
thoughts, and make up for his lack of
status in the real world by cherishing
status in his own private world of chemi
cal equations or production research.
These are the people who go into guided
missile research because the mathematics
is fascinating, or into advertising be
cause it presents interesting psychological
problems. Academic specialisation pro
vides the state with a wonderful solution
of the problem of how not only to
render intelligent people harmless, but
to win them over to its side. Further
more, there is very little disquiet about
this among students themselves. After
all once you've got a degree you don’t
have to worry about money. Indepen
dence is another matter. It is quite pos
sible for someone who has been highly
trained in the secrets of nuclear physics
to turn away and do something useful
in life instead, and some people do, but
taken as a whole the “academic situa
tion” has its products firmly enmeshed
in a trap. Whether the person is of aris
tocratic, bourgeois, or working class
origins, he has jolly well got a manager
ial future.
From the point of view of industry of
course, the educational world is just one
more assembly line. Not a week goes
by without a cry for a higher "turnout”
of technicians, or the doubling of the
“output" of scientists in the next ten
years. There may be some point in
saying that it is preferable to spend
money on education than on national
defence, but considering the way in
which the state disposes of its educa
tional funds at the moment it is coming
to much the same thing.
Increased grants for students? Not
many of them are worth it.
P.H.

D on’t keep
FREEDOM
to y o u rself
Pass it on, o r b e tte r
still, o rd er ex tra
copies for y o u r friends
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VOLUNTARY
A NARCHISTS claim the right of each

individual to exercise the widest
possible, choice as to the conduct of his
or her own life. Voluntary parturition
is surely one of the most fundamental
components of this freedom; yet in many
countries today the sale of contraceptive
devices and of literature describing
methods of birth control is prohibited,
subject to severe penalties-.
In this country there is no such pro
hibition and in theory no woman need
bear a child against her will. I say “in
theory”; for in practice a number of
circumstances militate against the consis
tent and successful use of contraception
by more than a small part of the com
munity at the most intelligent and eman
cipated end of the scale. I name some
of these, not necessarily in order o f
im portance: —
1. The over-riding puritanical opinion
among the “establishment” classes that
you must not have “something for
nothing”—that sexual pleasure is legiti
mate only when with it are associated
the responsibilities of marriage and parentship. As a result of this it is almost
impossible for an unmarried girl in most
walks of life to obtain reliable profes
sional advice on contraception.
2. In most of the community fanatical
taboos o f the “you-must-never-touch-it”
nature are brutally enforced throughout
infancy and childhood. A result of this
is a very widespread distaste (amounting
often to something akin to superstitious
awe) for the actual fitting of contracep
tives. A great many women conse
quently just “leave all that to hubby”
and because (a) the use of a condom is
liable to reduce the satisfaction obtained
from intercourse, (6) men too suffer to
some extent from the inhibition just
mentioned, and (c) being less directly
affected by the Consequences; “hubby”
(or the boy friend) is the more liable to
be occasionally careless, this delegation
o f responsibility, like any other, has its
dangers.
Even where an apparently rational,
approach is possible and an effective
method of contraception is in use, people
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“miss out” or forget occasionally. I
burdened married woman who has
have a theory, which I would like to see already “done her bit”. It does not
discussed by someone professionally quali suggest that women should be able to
fied to do so, that the taboo on “some make their own decisions on this matter,
thing for nothing” is so strong as to
the decision has to be made by two
cause an unconscious guilt which can be
doctors who can be assumed “respon
assuaged only by the suffering of child sible” . The requirement fo r a second
birth1. I may be wrong, but this theory
opinion to be sought is a “safeguard”
would go far towards explaining the pre against “abuse”. Indeed the main argu
valence of such “accidents” among
ment adduced by the Association has
highly intelligent and generally careful,
nothing to do with “principles”, but is a
reliable people, together with their readi question of expediency: since abortions
do take place, and since the present law
ness to adm it.the circumstances.
means that they take place in secrecy
Anyhow, for these and other reasons
a great many women do become preg and therefore in dangerous conditions,
the law should be changed to obviate
nant in circumstances which range from
the avoidable suffering which at present
their not actually wishing to have a child
occurs. This very argument runs them
at the time, to the many combinations
of circumstances in which the birth of into difficulties, for if one admits the
right of the law to determine such things
a child would be tragic for both it and
the mother. Yet the law at present for individuals then one is at once open
admits (and that only by the precedent to the retort that “hard cases make bad
law” and must face the fact that, basic
of a Court decision which could a t any
time be reversed) only one ground for ally, law is concerned with principles
the deliberate termination o f a preg and not with the well-being o f indivi
nancy : that to give birth would endanger duals.* .
the life or gravely affect the health of
However, to deny a possible immediate
the mother. - This although the present
benefit for the sake of ultimate principles
is not, in my view, a characteristic of
state of the surgeon’s art permits an
abortion carried out under proper con anarchist behaviour, and I am quite sure
that even a very modest reform of the
ditions and at the proper time to be a
law, such as is proposed by the A.L.R.A.,
quite simple matter.
Despite the legal prohibition it is would be of enormous benefit, in the
estimated that in this country one abor immediate future, to a great number o f
women. Some loopholes are better than
tion takes place for every four live births.
The vast majority o f these must be none.
undertaken under less than optimum
I an L eslie .
conditions. Everybody knows of the
suffering and bereavements that result,
*My contention that suffering in child
but few think to do anything about It
birth is sought is supported by the irate
Those who would like to do something
reactions provoked by the very sugges
tion, made by Grantly Dick Read and
ought f6 support the Abortion Law Re
O th ers, that childbirth could and should
form Association^.
be pleasurable. Many o f the most irate
The A.L.R, A. & by no means an atiar-:
comp from multiparae, who
chist group and the Bill which It is trying ' •protests
say they would not have “earned” their
to get through Parliament is hardly
babies without having first suffered!
revolutionary; it would provide that an
The use of analgesia was for decades
abortion might be carried out on medical
subject to the same sort o f criticism,
or social grounds, the arbiter to be the
but won through more easily : uncon
sciousness avoids pain, but also denies
patient’s doctor supported by a* “second
^pl^asfife/
opinion” ^ The A v o catio n ’s pamphlet
“Abortion Legal o r Illegal” starts: as 2The Abortion Law Reform Association.
follows |||T o d a y in hundreds o f British ' & # e ta ry : Mrs. M. & Garrett, 18.
Wyaft Park R 6 a d ,^ .W /k Minimum
homes, married women, faced with an
addition to a family they think already Subscription : ElsBp
as large as they can cope with, are trying *As the learned Judge pointed out in a
recent qp<| where relief was denied to
to end the possibility of another child by
both “partners” in a marriage in which
^.dangerous ^experiments oh their own
it had been Shown that there had never
bodies, in secrecy, and often in acute
M -any stage been any sign o f compatifear of the consequence^ Thus it
law cannot concern itself
bases its appeal on the plight of the pvei^
with the happiness of the parties”.
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CINEMA

The Last H u rrah
OHN FO RD has, in my opinion, a
completely phoney reputation as one
of the great, directors. Film after film
directed by him appears as so much rub
bish, yet still the old mystique clings to
him. He seems to be one of those men
who build a reputation by cannibalizing
the talents of others. Given a good
director, a good script, ka handful of good
actors and a good camera man, Ford can
occasionally turn out a good film but
they are so few as to appear accidental
t o .t h e original intent Orson Welles,
. that ancient enfant terrible of the film
industry, could do m ore with a five
shilling box camera than Ford could do
with the entire resources o f Hollywood
yet while Welles turned out box-office
flop after flop that we still want to see
time and time again Ford turns out
success after success and w ho cares.
Ford’s latest phenomenal success is the
direction and production of “The Last
H urrah”, so he can blame no-one but
himself for the 120 minutes of dreary
bilge that appear after the credit titles.
‘T h e Last H urrah” was written by Edwin
O’Connor and was a rambling, maudlin,
fictional account of the life and the death
of one of the few remaining American
political bosses.
The old-time American political boss,
a t a distance of 3,000 miles, did possess
a certain grimy grandeur. Spawned and
reared in the gutters and the alleys of the
sprawling, growing American cities he
fought his way up the only height that
could offer him a handhold and when
he arrived a t the top of the political
muck-heap he stayed there by sheer force
of personality. There in the dusty cor
ridors of City Hall he held his court and
played man against man, group against
group to hold his snarling kingdom to
gether and when he suffered the rare
occupational risk of a prison sentence
he would stand on the steps o f his City
Hall surrounded by newsmen and with
his expensive coat flapping in the breeze
and his fedora crushed onto his mop
of greying hair would call on G od to
bear witness to his innocence. While his
slimy counterpart the financial wizard,
baron or is it king? stole railways the
political boss stole cities and though he
played rough he lived high and from-his
political dung heap came the governors
of the states and, whisper it softly, more
titan o n e. of the presidents o f These

J

U nited States. He was no j
crook, no oily assassin like t]
Capone or board-room spiv ro t?
looting the land behind a facades
fiction but a man who foughjj
through the political jungle and!
riches and the punishments thatJL
city offered him as a prize o r wL
that any fighter must gamble oat
is doubtful if the welfare of
citizens at any time occupied h l J
ggi ■
m
Word produced and directed
H urrah” and one would have
that here was a wonderful opj
to portray an intriguing fc
American political scene. Herd
occasion when the camera cot|f
swept through the streets and th p
mirtrt* room s from scabrous J J
inner sanctums.
It could have woven a p attei
city that could ahave had the bj
hum our and the bitterness of a
print.
Jnstead we have Tracy in hisfl
nial role of Everybodies Dad, sr
ded by a bevy of professional H id
Irishmen all sporting hard hats ;a £
appear to me to spend most orij
dashing en masse through dq
fighting bad bankers, ex-KKK-nr_
owners and anti-Irish blue blood*
the number of priests who kiddP
skirts in this film one wodjf
thought that a dedication to T
Ronald Firbank would have I
order. Even the lunatic fringe^
sented and badly acted by W allaA
but unless one has read the boo®
only conscious of a rather b o rin g
character mouthing unintelligibly
During the course pf the film !
Tracy takes the inevitable nostalga
through the slums wherein he w aslf
It must surely be an indictment!
professional politician’s reign that!
a lifetime in control of a city, th a
slums that spewed him forth stifa
and are still inhabited. One couJ<4
have wished that Ford had seen
‘T h e G reat MacGinty” to learn b o 1
type of film should have been m atf
then having seen that film tu raed |
Last H urrah” over to Orson W e lle »
fo r F ord? Well there’s always jim
desert or two lying around to be'dir*
A rthur M oy?
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VIEWPOINT

# yp rus

in P e r s p e c t i v e

/T tHERE is considerable misunderstand- The methods vary according to time,
ing about what has been happening . place, particular policy and even perin Cyprus oyer the last three years. It • sonal inclination-: but whatever the de
is generally believed th at Cyprus is in gree o r style o f practice, police principle
remains constant and consistent.
a state of war.
In England a bobby m ay/jg^pond
In war soldiers, sailors a n d airmen
have generally speaking, to fight more af&bly w ith : “The time, sir? ..... . v C e r o r less pitched battles with similarly tainly—just going- on twelve. N o t at
equipped, organised and uniformed oppo all, Sir. Good day, i i f ” :_ but. that is no t
nents termed enemies. In my personal what he is there fori The policeman’s
experience the attacking combatant’s sole job is to intimidate and coerce a popula
concern is to reach a point on the map tion into keeping an order, determined
.without losing his life, while the defend by a government authority. This may
ing combatant hopes simply" to be email no mote than his wearing uniform
allowed to stay p ut and remain alive. to give general warning that the eye of
(Both were less concerned about being the law is upon ps. It may take the
wounded, provided it was a ||fflig h ty ” form of untrue notices warning motorists
one ensuring a passage home until the fhar an area is patrolled by plain-clothes
end o f the war, and preferably a wound police in private cars. It may be effected
not involving permanent disability). The by patrolling the streets and bundling
combatants wives and families stayed at people into plain vans.
During the 1939-1945 war* a helplessly
home so as not to impede the course of
battle, though maybe to suffer the atten drunken little soldier in a northern
tions of the enemy air force—a risk con England town, creating no disturbance
siderably enhanced in the 1939-1945 war. except verbally, offered some cheek (not
Such is not the position in Cyprus. the other one) to a couple of policemen
N ot only docs the government permit twice his size. One minion of the law
and provide for the accommodation of promptly swiped the youngester across
its forces’ families and, except during the face with a pair o f handcuffs. A
acute emergency,, allow them to mix dozen stitches were needed to repair that
freely with Cypriots, while their menfolk boy’s face, and he was falsely and suc
come home after duty with strict in cessfully accused of resisting arrest.
structions to unload and hand in to
Custodians of the law everywhere are
stores their firearms, but the point-to- prepared to act like that. Cyprus offers
point pattern of war is not followed in no exception and considerable oppor
any true particular and opponents are tunity from official reprimand. In Cyprus
termed criminals.
the police ideal is carried to a logical
W ithout descending to the prime min conclusion by force of arms in answer
isterial distinction between wars and to sporadic violent lawlessness regarded
armed intervention nor (believing as I as particularly serious because it is inspir
do that violence under any other name ed by subversive elements of considerable
would smell as sour) resorting to a con political ambition.
ventional euphemism artlessly, I would
Explicit warrant is contained in the
say that what has been taking place official INSTRUCTIONS TO IN DIVI
between the British forces in Cyprus and DUALS FOR OPENING FIRE IN
the natives of that island is, in fact, CYPRUS which were issued in Decem
police action.
ber, 1955, following the declaration of
People do not recognise the fact be a state of emergency the month previous.
cause they rarely recognise what police Couched in parliamentary language ex
action is. It aims always and every acting an assessment of any critical sit
where to repress and control in the uation as if the serviceman attacking or
interests of some exploitation, not neces attacked were seated comfortably in a
sarily vicious but always determined. map room at headquarters, these instruc

tions can be quoted damningly in Court
M ania! proceedings should the political
wind veer unluckily; but in general they
enable any coroner to exonerate any
authorised individual who has killed say,
fom e Cypriot attempting to & & pe an
interrogation fearfully anticipated as
brutaL
' Individual responsibility is stressed
with ? S N o. 1:
“ Before you use force it is always your
duty to assess the situation confronting
you and to decide what degree of force
is necessary. If having done this care
fully and honestly, you decide that there
is no alternative but to open fire, and
then do so, you will be doing your duty
and acting lawfully whatever the conse
quences.”
Instruction N o. 2 oh “When Y ou
Should Fire” says:
“It is your duty to shoot if that is the
only-w ay: (a) To defend yourself, your
comrades, families, the Police and all
peaceable inhabitant against serious
attack. (6) To protect against serious
damage all Government property, eg.
buildings, installations, vehicles and
equipment, (c) To disperse a riotous
mob that you honestly believe will cause
serious injury to life and property if not
forcibly prevented, (d) To arrest per
sons committing act^ of violence, or
who you honestly believe have done so,
or are about to do so, and to prevent
their escape/*
...
Instruction No. 3, somewhat shorter
is on “When You Should N ot Fire” :
“(<3) If it is obvious that you can
achieve your object by other means do
not shoot. § § If you are a member of
a party under the orders of a superior,
do not fire until he orders you to do so.”
Instruction No. 4 on “How To Fire”
says:
(a) Always fire aimed shots, (b) Aim
at the part of the body you are least
likely to miss /.e. in the middle, (c)
Never fire warning shots over people’s
h e a d s .% ||9 H H \
|R H H |
Instruction No. 5 is for “Sentries And
Picquets” :
™
“(#) If you or the persons or place you
are guarding are attacked with arms or
explosives, open fire at one. (6) If you
think you are about to be attacked in
any way challenge loudly, bring your

weapon to the aim and call o m j
guard. If the person challenged/
get a member of the guard to investigE
If he does not and you really belief
that he is about to attack you with ar^_
or explosives shoot him at once; o th ™
wise try to halt him with your bayonejS
“Escorts” are told by Instruction No}
“(<z) If you, your driver, passengers orl
vehicles are attacked w ith arms or ex-J
plosives open fire a t once and tell t h y
driver to keep going and get away. (6)1
If you are only stoned tell your driver!
to keep going and get away. Don’t fire|
unless the stoning is so serious that you 1
really believe the vehicle may be stopped
altogether and that you, the driver or
your passengers will be seriously injured,
(c) If your vehicle is obstructed by a
road block try to remove i t If you are
then attacked with arms or explosive,
open fire, (d) Always be on the alert
with your weapon at the ready.”
Instruction No. 7 .provides for “Indivi
dual Seif Defence” :
“(n) If you are attacked with arms or
explosives shoot the attackers at once,
wherever you are. (6) Don’t join in
brawls. Always avoid trouble if you
can.”
This manual of exemplary adviefe con-/;
eludes with Instruction No. 8 on
“Reports” :
“You must always report any incident
to the nearest Police or Military Post
giving details:— (a) Location, (b) De
tails. (c) Method of attack, (d) Descrip
tion of assailants, (e). When applicable,
number of rounds fired and results.”
He would be bold who complained of
ambiguity in such comprehensive stand
ing orders; but there is more than one
kind of apprehension, and if the servant
of the Crown must keep one eye on
these regulations while the other is
skinned for mortal danger, open o r
lurking, it is no wonder if he canape
always see straight and, without the
Shakespearean w arrant of “All’s fair
, . . ”, an unusual concern about what
is expected of him renders ffie 'Service
man’s actions and reports as suspect as
those of police generally^
While recognising how beautifully suefi^
chapter and verse instructions suit the
book of a government, in its perpetuat
ing the notion of law-breakers being
apprehended properly by conventional
police forces reluctantly augmented by
the military in the'special circumstances
Coatittoej an p. 4
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erm s fo r Peace!
Continued from p. 1

j j n i ; that it was one thing to be
jled or maimed in war, quite an^er to be responsible for millions
^deformed creatures in generations
J c o m e as a result of our actions
Ww. This is a very human and
S erous sentiment,
fat is a very unrealistic one too,
4 r it seems to us that we can only
Tbtect the interests of those who
Wire after us by succeeding in being
j e toasters of our own lives in the
Resent.' It is surely ridiculous to
Tsiitne that a government will heed
ftew arnin g s or the protests of
j>pte, howevpr eminent they may
T-speaking in the name of poster[ but who lack the militancy, the
jrage to defend human dignity in
Jpreseat. H-bomb fall-out will
ires^knsible for physical deformgenerations to come. But what
Rhe Social environment into which
|se future men and women will be
TEi? Surely, those of us who pro
nto progressive ideas know what
means for us today. What have
idone to clear the air for the
ire
rk

©TULINUS toxin, from the point
i of view of our socialist friend,
Jst be classified as a conventional
Apon in war and power politics.
the one hand, as Prof. Backett
■gs i t : “it is now possible for anywho really wants to, to bump
J the human race” (and this, from
» point of view of future genera
l s is a much more serious conJtration than a few million detcreatures as a result of
Ibomb, test fall-out). On the other
d' Dr ' Brock Chisholm, former
Sector-General of the World
Jealth Organisation, describes B.T.
a s being capable of killing “anyone
mho breathes it or touches it within
j x hours. It oxidises within twelve
Jhours, leaving the area clean for
occupation". Which means that
■future generations are spared (as
sum ing of course that they are ever
bom), and therefore we assume that
our socialist friend will not feel
called upon to protest against B.T.
as he does against the H -B .!

B U E S T IO N S have been put to the
Q
I government about the work of

the two establishments referred to
which are engaged on germ “ war
fare”. In his reply, the Minister of
Supply (and Poison?) said that the
Ministry of Supply Eestablishments
“were mainly engaged in research on
defensive problems of microbiologi
cal chemical warfare”.
Mr. Jones said most of the results
' obtained were published in open scientific
literature. There was included the
botulinus toxin referred to in recent
newspaper statements.
This substance had been well-known
for many years and the threat posed was
grossly exaggerated since the toxin could
not be easily disseminated and was not
self-propagating. A number of useful
defensive measures were known against
it.
It was possible that other bacteria or
viruses spelt greater danger. The pur
pose of his establishments was to deter
mine and to reduce those risks, a (ask
in which, in some respects, they had been
notably successful.*

The establishments, declares Mr.
Jones, are “mainly" engaged on re
search, etc. It would be interesting
to know what they did the rest of
the time! His reference to “research
on defensive problems” implies that
the government is not interested in
the production of the weapons them
selves. Yet it is difficult to know
*As we write on Monday we have not
read the verbatim replies. The above
is from the Evening Standard Stop Press

report.

how one can do the one without the
other.
Dr. Chisholm recalled that in 1944
when he was Director-General of
Canadian Army Medical Services he
took 235,000 doses of anti-botulinus
vaccine from laboratories in Suffield
Alta to Great Britain.
It was administered to British, Ameri
can and Canadian troops, and word of it
was “leaked” to German spies so that the
Nazis would know the Allies could also
produce bacteriological weapons. (Our
italics).

So much for Mr. Jones’ reassur
ances about “defensive research”.
As to the threat being “grossly
exaggerated” on the grounds that (a)
the toxin could not be easily dis
seminated, (b) a number of useful
defensive measures were known
against it, Professor Backett thinks
differently. When asked “how would
it be used as a weapon of war” he
replied, unlike the Minister, mod
estly : “I am no expert on this” but
I should imagine that an enemy agent
would spread it. This could most easily
be done by putting the powder in the
water supply, say a large reservoir.
A teaspoonful in the water supply of
a large city would be virtually undetect
able and would remain long enough to
do its deadly work of paralysing every
one who drank it.

As to immunisation against it he
replied:
In theory, yes. But in practice, no.
There are a number of difficulties.
Botulinus exists in various forms and you
might go to the trouble of immunising
the whole population to one strain and
then find they were exposed to another.
. In any case, such an immunisation
programme could not be hidden from the
rest of the world and no potential enemy
would think of using the particular toxin
against which immunisation had been
carried out.

And for good measure he adds:
Besides, botulinus toxin is a relatively
ineffective bacteriological weapon. Much
more deadly things exist.

So before Botulinius Toxin Dis
armament Committees are formed
by well-meaning citizens, remember
that Viruses are more deadly than
the much maligned Botulinus toxin.
Says the Professor:
Viruses. The
bacteriologists have
found means of changing relatively harm
less virus intp virulent, paralysing forms
simply by passing them through animals
a few times and then growing them.
Live virus is a much more efficient
weapon than toxin, which is a once-forall affair.
A virus is self-propagating and once
planted in a susceptible population will
go on killing until a vaccine can be made
against it.
Q.— Which would be too late?
Yes. I am convinced that the bacter
iological warfare people now have hor
rors ready to be used which make
botulinus toxin a relatively harmless
weapon.
One of the difficulties of defence
against these things is that the research
on which they are based is never pub
lished.

But Professor, grateful as we are
to you for your blunt exposition of
the facts, may we suggest that in
your conclusion you cannot see the
wood for . . . laboratories? and
power politics? There is only one
possible defence against these things.
We, you, every one of us who can
still think of society in terms of
human beings and not systems or
power blocs, who can distinguish
between human dignity and cheap,
ignorant pride, we can offer the
only defence against these things:
by requesting the scientists manning
them to get out, and then smashing
these establishments to smithereens
so that no one may again use them
in our time.
These establishments are not just
the laboratories of death the profes
sor has described. It is war, force,
authority, power, as the instrument
in the regulation of human relations,
and production for profit and privi
lege in the economic sector, that
must be combated if we honestly
wish to remove misery and anxiety
from the world today and ensure a
background for our children and
their children of hope instead of
despair.
_

PEOPLE AND IDEAS:

A H O U S E OF T H E O R Y
W A I T I N G last week about G. D. H. able amongst social theorists, and would
™ Cole, I was bound to think of the have ensured that new creative thinking
difference between his own conception was brought to bear on them.
of socialism and that of his eminent
students. Mr. Benedict Meynell writes
in the Manchester Guardian, “for thirty TJOR anarchism suffers, as all minority
years the ‘Cole Group’ met weekly in his
movements suffer, from the fact that
rooms to read and discuss papers on its numerical weakness inhibits its intel
socialism. Hugh Gaitskell is a product lectual strength. This may not matter
of this informal circle”. Lord Attlee when you approach it as an individual
writes in the News Chronicle, "I recall attitude to life, but in its other role, as a
when he was still an undergraduate he social theory, as one of the possible
took an active part in Labour politics approaches to the solution of the prob
and ever since he has always been pro lems of social life, it is a very serious
lific of new ideas”, and Mr. Harold Wil thing. And it is precisely this lack that
son writes in The Times, as another pro people have in mind when they complain
duct of the ‘Cole Group’ that it was (wrongly I think) that there have been
“undoubtedly Oxford’s biggest contribu no advances in anarchist theory since
tion to the education and inspiration of the days of Kropotkin. Ideas and not
successive generations of Oxford-trained armies, change the face of the world,
Socialists”. There must be many whose and in the sphere of what we ambitiously
socialism was learnt without benefit of call the social sciences, too few of the
Oxford who would pay similar tributes people with ideas couple them with anar
to his influence by way of his books.
chist attitudes. “The anarchists are gone”,
No one would guess from all this that writes Iris Murdoch, comparing the
Cole’s socialism was any different from labour movement of today, with that of
that of Messrs. Gaitskell and Wilson, and the nineteenth century (in her contribu
it was left to Vladimir Dedijer, writing tion to the symposium Conviction), and
from Jugoslavia in last week’s Tribune, who is to contradict her?
Not enough people. In the swing to
to put a slightly inaccurate finger on the
the left discemable in this country since
difference:
the time of Suez-Hungary, what influence
“In my discussion with him in London, have the anarchists had? Philip TJolgate,
I discovered that he rejected the idea of
the continued supremacy of the State as in an acute letter published in F reedom
the political organ of the Government, last November asked “What is the Suc
but he believed that the State in its cess of the Newsletter Movement?” He
present form was destined to disappear might have asked too, why does the
and to be replaced by a sort of federal Universities and Left Review flourish—
authority representing the community in and improve its contents—while its semi
its various functional aspects. He fol anarchist equivalent stumbles along and
lowed with the greatest interest the has only just escaped extinction? Or
results of the experiments with direct
democracy in Israel, Austria, Germany how did it come about that a month
and Jugoslavia and especially lately in after the Malatesta Club, pride of the
India, in the Sarvodaya movement of London Anarchist Group, had to close
down, the people grouped around the
Bhave and Narayan.
" . . . I am certain that in the future, U. & L.R. were able to open their Parti
under changed conditions, the British san Coffee Bar? These organs of the
Labour movement will pay much greater so-called ‘New Left’, whether in union
attention to the visionary ideas of Cole militancy, publishing or catering, have
on workers’ control.”
been able to get more people, more
Reading all these valedictory remarks money and more support since their
led me to wonder what Cole’s influence beginnings in 1956, than the anarchists
would have been had he declined to put have been able to muster.
his propagandist zeal and his authority
It is certainly not due to the intrinsic
as a teacher into the support of the merits of their post-Marxist socialism;
Labour Party. I don’t suppose that if it has everything to do with the fact
Cole had been an anarchist, all those that we have not succeeded in putting
clever young men would have become anarchism back into the current of ideas.
anarchists. (They would probably have The biggest need today of anarchism,
written him off as able but eccentric, or considered as a social theory, is for a
said of him, as King Vidor once said of body of social theorists, for a group of
Isaiah Berlin, “Too bad he missed. anarchist economists, sociologists, psy
Stuck there at All Souls, I mean”). But chologists, to relate our ideas more
he would have served to keep the con closely to the social realties _ of the
cepts of anarchism intellectually respect second half of the twentieth century, and

bring them back into the realm of those
ideas which serious people take seriously.
rk
TUTISS MURDOCH, (who is another
teacher of philosophy from Ox
ford), in her essay under the title A
House of Theory, declares that,
“Socialist thought is hampered, and
the appeal of Socialism is restricted be
cause our technical concepts are highly
esoteric and our moral concepts are
excessively simple and there is nothing
in between. We need, and the Left
should provide, some refuge from the
cold open field of Benthamite empiricism,
a framework, a house of theory”.
Curiously enough, she brings us back
to Cole, in her search for a new moral
framework to replace the “rational ‘tidy
ing up’ of capitalist society into which
Socialism is in danger of degenerating”,
for she concludes,
“If we seek here for inspiration in our
own tradition we have not far to look.
The Guild Socialists dissented on pre
cisely this point from their less ambitious
and more purely Benthamite colleagues,
in that the latter were concerned with
the damage done to the consumer and
the former with the damage done to the
producer. The Guild Socialists were
deeply concerned with the destruction of
community life, the degradation of work,
the division of man from man which the
economic relationships of capitalism had
produced; and they looked to the trans
formation of existing communities, the
trade unions, the factories themselves, for
the restoration of what was lost. Such
ideas were and are easy targets for
mockery, and in the old Guild Socialist
form were doubtless quite impracticable;
and they faded from the scene partly
because they were tied to inadequate
techniques, and partly because the con
ception of the Welfare State presented
an easier and more obviously urgent and
‘attractive target. With its achievement
it is necessary to renew our study of the
more difficult and fundamental problems
of capitalism. We cannot live without
the ‘experts’. But the true ‘open society’
in the modern world is one in which
expertise is not mysterious; and the only
way to prevent it from becoming myster
ious is continually to subordinate its
activities to a lively and interested public
opinion: and this in turn will languish
without ‘theories’. The Welfare State
marks the successful end of the first road
along which the Socialist movement in
this country elected to travel. It is time
now to go back and explore the other
road, to go back to the point of diver
gence . . . ”
We claim, and it is a claim that will
need a great deal of hard work to sub
stantiate, that it is the task of anarchism
to provide that house of theory.
C.W.

Bakunin & Anarchism
TMTICHAEL BAKUNIN was a great
landmark during the last century
—a century of political unrest. An in
defatigable fighter for world emancipa
tion, for liberty and freedom—a revolu
tionary genius—a demon of destruction,
a revolter against all kinds of authority,
against all that is sacred, against the
conventional, against the basis of ex
ploitation. It seems to me that Carducci’s Satan is the personification of the
spirit of Bakunin, and the words he
uttered the expression of Bakunin’s
thoughts and actions: “I level thrones
and altars, and annihilate binding cus
toms. With the goad of a restless
aspiration I urge men on until they
outgrow faith and fear, until the slave
stands erect before the tyrant and defies
his curse.”
Bakunin's enemies from left and right
make of him an apostle of universal
destruction. And it could not be other
wise. A revolutionary, a radical thinker,
a bearer of ideas is mental dynamite, and
can cause a dangerous explosion, shatter
ing the foundations of an existing
respectable social order.
What Chapman Cohen said for the
freethinker is equally true for the anar
chist : “Often a freethinker is denounced
because he is destructive or dangerous.
What other is he expected to be7 And
would he be of much use if he were
otherwise? I would go further and say
that he is the most destructive of all
agencies, because he is so intimately con
cerned with the handling of the most
destructive of weapons—ideas. It is
literally true that in human society the
most destructive forces at work are
ideas.” And Bakunin was a bearer of
the most destructive idea—anarchism.
I have no intention of writing an
apology for this most calumnied and
despised man. But can we remain silent

before the affrontery of the bourgeois
press, which misses no opportunity of
emphasising the “hideous, anarchist”
crime, or of mentioning the main
“teacher”, Bakunin?
In its 'issue of Oct. 17th, 1958, the
Sydney Daily Mirror in its special feature
about Sergei Nichaev brought up the old
question of the Nichaev-Bakunin rela
tionship, depicting it in the blackest pos
sible terms, making it seem shocking
and sensational. “Bakunin, a veteran
anarchist with thirty years experience of
revolutionary intrigue . . . author of the
notorious rabble-rousing and anarchistic
‘Catechism of the Revolution’.” And
further: “This catechism with its
blood-curdling exhortation to acts of
vicious terrorism became the bible of
fanatical anarchists the world over, whose
senseless slaughter and destruction broke
out during the latter part of the 19th
century.”
I will not discuss here the authorship
of the “Catechism” in question, but I
must say that the acts of violence were
independent individual deeds, without
instruction or order from higher author
ity—a conscious personal expression
directed against that social cancer, auth
ority, and its implications.
It is irrelevant to suggest any compari
son between such individual acts and the
planned, cold-blooded mass-murder ac
complished by authority. The mandarins
of the authoritarian order are dishonest
and hypocritical. They weep while de
vouring their victims. They wail over
the fate of Alexander II or Umberto, or
some other king or queen killed by
enraged anarchists or half-mad murder
ers, but they never mention their own
responsibility feir millions of human
corpses, for suffering and tears.
For present-day society, anarchists are
what the Devil is for the church,
t is
the church that persecutes heretics, de

populating many countries for God’s
sake. The devil is only invented fot
justification.
Let us assume the existence of an
omnipotent god, a legislator, the embodi
ment of all authoritarian principles. Then
the devil exercises its indubitable right to
rebel, to break the chains of mental
slavery. Then only is knowledge born
and conscience awakened. Without the
devil, without a spirit of rebellion, there
is no progress, no science, no knowledge.
Carducci was right when he made his
Satan say: “I animate all who fight
against servitude and somnolence. I
inspire the revolutionary, the scorner, the
sceptic, and the satirist. I shall distri
bute the fruit of the tree of knowledge.”
Then what kind of judgment can we
expect from the moralists, from the bour
geois scribes and the supporters of con
ventionalism? They scorn anarchists
because Gaetemo Bresci killed a man
responsible for the massacre of hundreds.
They call anarchists vicious terrorists of
senseless slaughter, and meantime they
glorify war and call “sense” the dropping
of bombs and the killing of thousands
of women and children, innocent popu
lations. They call men like Stalin, Hitler,
Mussolini, Franco and Churchill great
men of virtue and sense, and never count
the souls these have sent to eternity. It
is not considered slaughter when millions
die; it is slaughter when some under
standing individual dies. Is any com
parison possible?
Even so, Bakunin and his followers
are immoral beings, blood-thirsty revo
lutionaries; the cause of social disorder
and clashes. But we must bear in mind
that law and moral convention are
created for unthinking people. While
superstition, myths and dogmas still exist,
the anarchist will be misunderstood, and
people will remain blind to facts and
realities. They will live in their imagin
ary world of illusions, and will be lulled
by the song of shrewd politicians and
their newspaper scribes.
J.G.
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Miners March Again
ex-owners—who still, incidentally,
are reaping benefits from the nation’s
wealth and the miners’ blood
through compensation.

Continued

from p. 1

whole business sm oothed o u t with
no unpleasantness.
The unions have no policy. As
long ago as A ugust 1955 the Coal
Board closed down Brynhenllys
Colliery at Brynamm an, South
Wales, and we made then the only
constructive suggestion we saw any
where*— that in the closure of ‘un
economic’ pits was a great oppor
tunity for the m iners’ union to
dem onstrate the efficiency and
economy o f w orkers’ control by
taking over those pits and staking
the m en— if necessary—in running
the pits themselves.
Since then the situation has w or
sened. B ut the solution rem ains
the same. Only w orkers’ control of
industry can create security for the
workers and operate industry on the
most economic lines. A ny other
form of control means num bers of
unproductive controllers to be kept
out of profits and means also th at
those controllers have powers over
the workers, who thus rem ain in
secure.
Freedom , responsibility and real
security go together.
B ut all th a t
Will Paynter wants to offer the
miners is the security of the slave—
while he continues to support a
system which doesn’t even offer
that!

U n io n ’s W eak Position
A hierarchy exists through which
the miners are controlled and dis
ciplined with the connivance of a
sold-out union leadership—half of
whom may well have their eyes on
NCB jobs for themselves. During
the time of great demand for miners
and for coal, the unions were m oder
ate and ‘responsible’ in their de
mands, not ‘talcing advantage’ of the
situation. With the result that now
demand for coal has slackened, they
are in no position to protect their
members.
What are the unions to do? Plead
with the National Coal Board to be
decent to the miners, when the NBC
is concerned only with efficiency and
profit?
Does Will Paynter imagine that
the Coal Board will tremble at his
words when he makes vague threats
at a miners’ demonstration? The
Board knows as well as Paynter him
self just how unlikely it is that the
unions will take any action—and
that if the miners themselves take
unofficial action Paynter will be
there with the rest of the officers
urging the men back to work so that
negotiations may take place and the ♦See F reedom Selections 1955, p. 174.

LETTER TO THE EDITORS

W e ll, do
Som ething

PARANOIA

N o t so long ago. w e attended a m e e t
ing of ardent let*s-do-som cthing boys.
A ctually, th ey w ere all m ature m en of
long-standing responsibilities in th e
engineering w orld. B ut th e occasion
o f th e gathering turned out to be the
urge to do som ethin g, to put an acquired
talent to w ork, rather th an to exam ine
th e w orthw hilen css o f w hat th ere m ight
be to do, or th e presum able effectiven ess
o f it, on ce don e. W e did n ot know
w h eth er to be am used or alarm ed. W e
inclin e to th e latter.
Y e t, m uch o f th at spirit can be found
elsew h ere. T h ese are tim es w h en som e
people do not ch oose to fa c e u p to
th ings, w h en m ere action is often m is
taken for effective outcom es. Our pre
occu pation w ith w h at others m ay do
scien tifically, w ith out any evaluation of
th e m erit of w hat th ey m ay be doing, is
an exam ple. Our fan ciful escapism in
pouring funds in to sch ool facilities w ith 
out questioning th e education program 
m e s th em selves is another. Our confi
d en ce that'- p ast levels of industrial
activity m ust be exceed ed w ith ou t once
asking if th ey w ere not th en to o high.
Our assum ption th at w e , o f all p eop les,
are sin gly p ossessed of virtues and that
by greater efforts w e shall soon have
m ade th e w orld a U top ia, w h ere every
hum an adores us— for our self-in terest?
W e are rem inded o f th e d efin ition of
a fan atic— on e w ho redoubles his efforts
w h e n he has lo s t sight of his objectives.

From “Refrigerating Engineering
(U.S.A.)

W ell, Hard Luck!
Cyprus in Perspective
of armed insurgence, we should not on
that account fail to see in the stern im
plications of this document regular war
rant for what is indeed typical police
action operating with particular conse
quences in Cyprus—and therefore admit
the validity of the contention that sanc
tioning of police anywhere tends to a
denial of freedom everywhere.
One instance of vexatious hardship
imposed on the Cypriot people is the
deliberate confusion of house curfew
with a harsher incarceration. Thus the
ordinance that people remain indoors
becomes a decree demanding that houses
shall be locked and windows shuttered.
To leave a door open or to sit on the
balcony for a breath of air is to invite
trouble. If the privy lies at the bottom
of the yard, or (as is common in country
districts) the domestic oven is built right
assay Cram the bouse, they must not be
used. This interpretation of curfew was
attributed to the Turkisb-Cypriot auxil
iary police (backed by the military of
coarse). The saying “Once a policeman,
never a gentleman" appears to have uni
versal application.
It would be fallacious to rely entirely
on Matmica to define the nature of the
cooftct in Cyprus. The (act that in the
three full years of the emergency de
clared in November, 1955, the injured
numbered 2,100 and the killed 66J,
whereas to each of the two world wart
such figures represented only ooe average
day's entry in the diaries of subse
quently reminiscencing leaden, is less to
the point than that, of (be I I $ people
lulled "in action" to Cyprus during 1951,
only 40 were British—pot all of them in
uniform—while Cypriot has been meet
ing Cypriot with mutual murder intent
between offering spasmodic resistance to
the British and suffering accordingly.
it is this ]agk of concerted action in
anything like equal numbers which re
fute* the notion that what one can truly
describe as jj stale of war exists in
Cyprus. What is rarely appreciated it
that Colonel Grivas has even more acute
recruiting problems than Mr. Sandy*
While it might appear (deceptively, in
my view) that most Greek -Cypriots mu*
union with Greece, only a unatl percen
tage Caros to take up arms under the
EOKA banner. Many more disapprove
of EOKA and its methods (not least
when they are drooled against other
Crock-Cypriots who refuse to toe the
EOKA line). More still are indifferent
to (he struggle, unlike the newspaper
readers in Britain Even the Cyprus
Government'» itupid adherence to coun
ter-terrorism (stimulated by the wily
Grivas with hig indiscriminate murder
campaign) has failed the EOKA recruit
ing sergeant's best hopes.
Government's stupid adherence to countrterrorism (stimulated by the wily Grivas
with his indiscriminate murder campaign)
has failed the EOKA recruiting sergeant’s
bes hopes.
When I was in Cyprus last year I (eit
no fear for my life from any source.

' Continued
from p. 2

There were occasions when our car driver
deemed it advisable to keep as firm a
foot on the accelerator as safe driving
permitted, he preferring discretion to
revolver practice and having no relish
for Greek-Cypriot aims of the half-brick
calibre. There were occasions when we
overtook army trucks because, as they
jogged along, tbeir rearmost guard sat
with his lethal weapon’s barrel across his
knees somewhat haphazardly pointing at
our windscreen.
Far from being thoroughly warlike or
trigger-happy, my general impression of
British servicemen in Cyprus was that
they, were trigger-nervous. Thus when
in Nicosia one day, the street I was in
was suddenly closed while patrols
“frisked” people for hidden weapons, I
kept a wary eye on tbe young lad in
the uniform of the Lancashire Fusiliers
facing me. As any sudden move might
have been misunderstood I did not dive
in my pocket for my passport. I relied
on my native Lancashire tongue. I
never in ray life saw a face quicker re
lieved of taut anxiety than when that
Lancashire lad, sweating under an
Eastern sun, heard in the flattest accents
I could assume. “Well, tha 'art a long
way fra’ Bury Barracks.”
Despite the fierce undercurrent of dis
turbed humanity and a long series of
tragic events, my mixing with all kinds
of Cypriots and British satisfied me that
neither rebels nor repressers, left to
themselves, have much heart for the job.

Manure spread by farmers sparked a
minor uranium rush in Malaya.
An aero-magnetic survey was com
pleted by Colombo Plan experts in 1957,
but rumours circulated that over certain
parts of Malaya the aircraft’s instruments
had shown strong reactions.
There was a minor run on geiger coun
ters as several would-be prospectors took
to the jungle, to return weeks later thin
ner and poorer.
Said a Ministry of Natural Resources
spokesman: “The fields were radioactive
all right—but only with phosphate
manure.”
Ground checks show no worth-while
uranium in Malaya.
News Chronicle 20/1/59.

To describe Cyprus as being in a state
of war blurs the view and seduces almost
everybody into consideration of the
respective attractions of seven-year plans,
partition and Enosis at the first and fry
ing-pan level of leaders fit only to cook
the books.
What is required by all is a thorough
knowledge of and interest in Cypriots for
their own sakes and, first of all, sym
pathetic imagination enough to withdraw
the warrant, remove the handcuffs and
bring the bobbies back. For, so long as
people subscribe to the theory of gov
ernment and equate its too rough justice
and police-delegated direction with free
dom, then so long will they be deceived
into accepting such situations as Cyprus
presents today,
S am W alsh .

D ear C omrades,

I cannot entirely agree with Arthur
Uloth’s views on paranoia. ■
He states: “In fact, of course, nothing
dies”, citing as evidence the reduction of
an organism to its elements which are
subsequently incorporated in other organ
isms. Surely he doesn’t seriously suggest
that carbon dioxide and water are merely
transitional forms of life. Isn’t it the
biological organisation or integration of
these and other chemicals that constitute
life? Putrefaction is effected by distinct
organisms. It is not a continuation of
the living process. True, life in general
may survive but this is cold comfort.
Surely sex is an expression of oneness
or dependence upon other people rather
than their oneness with “nature”. Any
way we are no more completely isolated
than we are completely “at one” with
“nature”.
He seems to distrust individual con
sciousness. Initially of course selfawareness produces a feeling of isolation
and an illusory sense of power or ab
stract freedom. But this is only the
initial phase.
The next phase when the individual
examines its mental processes, can be far
more dangerous.
Now the brain consists of a mass of
interconnected cells all identical in cer
tain physical characteristics. The co
existence of identical characteristics con
stitutes a universal, and its assertion is
a generalisation. The brain cells there
fore constitute universal life and their
simultaneous assertion of identity, i.e.
reaction to stimuli, is in a sense a general
isation of life. The reception of similar
stimuli, multiplication by communication
and linkage represent a generalisation.

Don’t Stop N ow !
PROGRESS O F A D E FIC IT !
WEEK 4
Deficit on Freedom
£80
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However the individual is not awd
of this; only of the generalisations ai
the fact that they produce results. T
process is aided by language or symbq
ism, the ultimate of generalisation,
individual thinks in terms of
“every” and “nothing”. -The brain
sisting of millions of cells, this ‘procj
tends to reach gargantuan proportioi
There arise such concepts as God,i
Unity, eternity, nature, dialectic^, rn&dl
ialism, determinism, nation, hurnanij
values, etc.
A generalisation, however, can onfy
completely verified by checking ev
particular instant. This is however^
possible in the aforementioned caj
The individual nevertheless tends ta
lieve in their absolute truths This forfl
of mental intoxication was very aptfl
called “Wheels in the Head” by M!
Stirner.
If one is obsessed with the- genera
particulars such as my life or my se
needs are of little import. An extrej
illustration of this may occur in.
phrenia when sometimes there appearsj
be a complete divorce between the evtre
ation process and emotions or natuj
functions. As Wilhelm Reich poinj
out, there is not such a great differed
between the system-obsessed philosopl
and the paranoic. A paranoic’s 1^
assessment is far more universal l |
and very little related to, his p h y sj
needs.
I don’t think that paranoia will J
appear when people achieve oneness.!
nature. Rather will it cease when viduals appreciate their mental linfl
tions and understand that ideas can!
best only approximate external reaff
And since mental intoxication seemsl
be a phase through which every gene]
tion passes, I suspect paranoia v)ill j
ways be with us.
I suspect, also, that such concepts]
“oneness” or the “indestructability.l
life” are “wheels in the head”. ;
Yours faithfully, 1___
P eter G . F eakJ

H A U L U P T H E LADDER!
Work on a film was suspended,
Shepperton Studios yesterday because tiJ
Association of Cinematograph, Televisicfl
and Allied Technicians claimed that
film producers, the Boulting brotberij
were still members and had not p a d
union dues for eight years.
The men decided to return to w orld
according to British Lion Films, after!
the brothers had agreed to pay any sub-1
scriptions which might be due up to
eight years ago, when, the brothers.]
claimed, the union agreed to suspend
their membership. The film being made
is “I’m All Right, Jack”, which deals in
a satirical manner with trade unions and
big business.
M.G. 17/1/59.
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Regular Sunday meetings now held at
“Marquis of Granby" Public House,
Rathbone Street (corner of Percy Street,
Rathbone Place and Charlotte Street),
7.30 p.m.
FEB I.—Bill Gape on
FREEDOM FROM A VAGRANTS
POINT OF VIEW
FEB. 8.—Ian Leslie on
Subject to be announced.
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